We demonstrate the parallel and non-destructive readout of the hyperfine state for optically trapped 87 Rb atoms. The scheme is based on state-selective fluorescence imaging and achieves detection fidelities > 98% within 10 ms, while keeping 99% of the atoms trapped. For the read-out of dense arrays of neutral atoms in optical lattices, where the fluorescence images of neighboring atoms overlap, we apply a novel image analysis technique using Bayesian inference to determine the internal state of multiple atoms. Our method is scalable to large neutral atom registers relevant for future quantum information processing tasks requiring fast and non-destructive readout and can also be used for the simultaneous read-out of quantum information stored in internal qubit states and in the atoms' positions.
Cold neutral atoms trapped in optical lattices offer a versatile platform for operating scalable quantum processors ranging from a few to hundreds of qubits: On the one hand, the identity of all atoms makes the system accessible for large-scale global quantum operations. On the other hand, the development of single site detection [1, 2] and addressability [3] in so-called quantum gas microscopes has opened the route to set and read out every qubit individually. Finally, coherent interactions for operating quantum gates can be induced through controlled atom transport and on-site collisional phase shifts [4, 5] .
The standard procedure to detect a qubit encoded in the atomic hyperfine state, however, hitherto proceeds by pushing atoms in one hyperfine states out of the lattice by strong resonant laser radiation and imaging the remaining atoms. As this "destructive" detection on average removes half of the atoms from the lattice, the quantum register has to be re-assembled after every read-out, e.g. from a Bose-Einstein condensate of atoms or via atom sorting [6] . Fast, non-destructive atomic readout, i.e. state detection on the ms-timescale with the atoms remaining in their original optical trapping potential, has previously been achieved for individual atoms coupled to optical cavities [7] [8] [9] and for single atoms using stateselective fluorescence detection in free space [10, 11] . More recently, the explicit detection of both spin states has been demonstrated by using special lattice configurations such as state-dependent potentials [12] or superlattices [13] to first map the internal spin to position and subsequently use position readout. Thereby both the internal quantum state and the position of the atoms are determined, as needed e.g. in the paradigms of quantum walks and quantum cellular automata [12, 14, 15] .
Here we present a method for the fast and nondestructive qubit and position read-out of an entire neutral atom quantum register, which represents a powerful feature for the realization of quantum information processing with neutral atoms. By directly detecting and reusing atoms in their optical potentials this read- − -polarized state detection beam (SDB) drives the cycling transition |B → |e , but polarization impurity can lead to off-resonant scattering via the state F = 2 into the dark states |D (wavy arrow). b) Simplified experimental setup. Neutral atoms are loaded into a 1D standing-wave optical trap. A six-beam optical molasses (not shown) is used for position detection imaging (PDI). A single SDB along the z direction is used for state detection imaging. The retro-reflector is used to increase the fraction of fluorescence photons imaged onto the electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) camera. out scheme removes the need for frequent atom reloading and enables the rapid measurement cycles and resourceefficient feedback for quantum error correction, that are considered important for scalable operation: We first state-selectively scatter a small number of photons, sufficient to detect the state of trapped atoms without atom loss. Afterwards we acquire a high signal-tonoise ratio, state-independent image of the same atoms for high-precision position determination, again without atom loss [16] . Accurate models of the statistical and noise properties of the fluorescence and detection processes combined with precise position information permit Bayesian inference-based high fidelity state detection of multiple atoms even from overlapping atom images. For this purpose, we present a scalable Bayesian image processing method for one-and two-dimensional quantum registers.
Our state-detection method is based on state-dependent near-resonant fluorescence [10, 11] : Qubits encoded in the hyperfine ground states of alkali atoms are read out using illumination that resonantly addresses a cycling transition from one ground state while being far detuned from the other ground state. Thus, an atom in the addressed state scatters many photons and becomes bright (B), while atoms in the detuned state remain dark (D). In our experiment we use |B =|F =2, m F =−2 and |D = |F = 1, m F = 0, ±1, of the 87 Rb atom as Bright and Dark states [17] . The cycling transition |B → |e = |F = 3, m F = −3 is driven by a purely σ − -polarized light field to avoid leakage of bright atoms into the dark states via off-resonant excitation of the |F =2 states. This polarization condition requires the use of a single state detection beam (SDB) propagating along the quantization axis (see Fig. 1a ). To this end, we carefully align the SDB to the magnetic bias field and to the electric field vector of the linearly polarized optical dipole trap (see Fig. 1b ).
The drawback of using a single SDB is the absence of laser cooling in all three dimensions. Thus, the average number of photons an atom can scatter before it is lost from the trap, due to unavoidable recoil heating, is U 0 /(2E rec ), where E rec is the photon recoil energy and U 0 the trap depth. The proportionality of the photon number to the trap depth suggests to use deep optical lattices for scattering a sufficiently large number of photons without losing the atom. In such steep traps, however, another often ignored heating effect plays a detrimental role: dipole force fluctuations (DFF) of the trapping potential [18, 19] : While the optical trapping force is attractive for an atom in the electronic ground state |g , it is different, typically repulsive, for the excited state |e . Therefore, any change of the internal state induced by photon scattering leads to additional DFF heating.
When the SDB is weak and on-resonance, the internal atomic dynamics can be described by quantum jumps between ground and excited states. In a very simple model, which assumes a perfectly flat excited state potential U e = 0, we find an exponential DFF heating with rateĖ/E = 2U g /(mΓ 2 ) [20] , where U g is the curvature of the trapping potential, E is the total energy, m the mass of the atom, Γ the exited-state decay rate andĖ is the average energy gain [21] . This result indicates that for steep optical traps with tight confinement (e.g. in optical lattices with U 0 > 300 µK · k B ), DFF becomes the dominating source of heating.
Fortunately, DFF can be suppressed by choosing a significant detuning (|∆ SDB | Γ) of the SDB from the cycling transition: The SDB then dresses the atom, in addition to the dressing by the dipole trap, and scattering of photons happens predominantly without changing the trapping potential. This effect has been recently described for Raman cooling in optical lattices [19] , and an extensive quantitative analysis can be found in Ref. [21] .
In our experiment, we transfer about 10 laser-cooled 87 Rb atoms from a magneto-optical trap into the standing-wave optical dipole trap (wavelength: 860 nm, beam waist diameter: 10 µm). Then, state-independent position detection imaging (PDI) is performed by illuminating the trapped atoms with a six-beam optical molasses (including repumping beam) for 20 ms and imaging the fluorescence onto an electron-multiplying CCD (EM-CCD) camera, see Fig. 1(b) . As the molasses provides three-dimensional cooling of the atoms, a large number of photons can be scattered, and the resulting high signalto-noise ratio images are used to determine the number and the position of the atoms in the trap [16] .
To experimentally verify the properties of DFF heating, after PDI the atoms are prepared in state |B and illuminated with the SDB for different SDB detunings ∆ SDB , while recording the scattered light with the EM-CCD camera. The fraction of surviving atoms is determined from a second PDI after the SDB illumination. From measurements with different SDB illumination times we determine the fraction of atoms that remain trapped after scattering about 1100 photons, corresponding to about 31 detected photons [21] . Fig. 2(a) shows the resulting probability of bright atoms to remain trapped during SDB illumination: While the survival probability drops to zero close to the AC-Stark shifted resonance due to strong DFF, it remains high for large detunings ∆ SDB . This shows that, contrary to frequent assumption, resonant illumination is not a good choice for state detection, and large detunings are necessary to suppress DFF.
We choose a detuning of ∆ SDB /2π = +123 MHz with respect to the free-space cycling transition (+44 MHz with respect to the AC-Stark shifted atom at the bottom of the optical trap) and an intensity of I = 1.9I sat . With these settings, the atoms remain trapped in the same lattice site with a probability of 98.8(2)%. The detected 31 photons per atom is significantly higher than what has been achieved in other systems [10, 11] . Moreover, we have measured a very low leakage probability to the dark states of about 2% despite the fact that frequency selectivity is reduced due to the large detuning of the SDB from the cycling transition.
To determine the atomic state from the images obtained of single, optically well resolved atoms, one can simply apply a threshold to the integrated photon counts detected within a certain region of interest around the atom to infer the atomic state. Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding count histograms for bright and dark atoms. Using a threshold discrimination, we obtain a mean detection error of 1.4(2)% [21] . Due to the spatial integration, this simple threshold method however misses the information contained in the spatial distribution the detected photons: Pixels far from the atom's position carry less information on the atomic state than closer pixels. To weight the pixels properly, we make use of Bayesian inference [22] . This allows us not only to achieve higher state detection fidelities, but also to the determine the state of multiple atoms with overlapping fluorescence images, where integrated count histograms would not be well separated anymore and a threshold state discrimination is thus not applicable.
The Bayesian inference relates the measured count distributions for the bright and the dark states (see Fig. 2b ), which represent the probabilities P (c|S) to detect c counts from an atom in a known state S ∈ {B,D}, to the desired probability P (S|c) that an atom is in state S when c counts have been detected: P (S|c) ∝ P (c|S) [22] . The spatial information along the dipole trap axis is included by applying Bayes' theorem to each column i of pixels
where P i (c|S) is the distribution of counts for column i, and
(S)) are the probabilities that the atom is in state S before (after) using the information in column i. Eq. (1) is applied to each column from left to right, where the result of each iteration is used as a prior for the next one, i.e. P pri i+1 (S) = P post i (S) [23] . In contrast to the total count distributions P (c|S), the column count distributions P i (c|S) cannot be measured easily. However, since the spatial distribution of fluorescence photons for bright atoms (i.e. the point spread function), the statistical properties of photon scattering (including the effect of state leakage) [24] , and the EM- CCD camera noise properties are all known [25, 26] , it is possible to accurately calculate the column count distributions (see supplementary material). We illustrate the Bayesian analysis in Fig. 3 for the determination of the state of a well-resolved atom. When two atoms are present in the same region of interest, Eq. (1) is used with the combined 2 2 = 4 states S ∈ {BB, BD, DB, DD}. An example for this case is provided in the supplementary material. However, determining the internal state of N atoms this way uses 2 N states, for which also the column count distributions have to be calculated. It is thus not scalable to larger quantum registers due to the exponential growth in computational costs.
A more scalable version of this analysis for larger numbers of atoms is obtained by considering that pixels far away from an atom's position do not contain relevant information for this atom. Therefore, instead of applying Bayes' method to all atoms simultaneously, we apply it only to a local image patch containing those atoms whose fluorescence images overlap with that of the central atom of the patch, i.e. those atoms which are informationally linked to the central atom. Bayes' formula is then applied using the central pixels to update the combined state probabilities of the atoms inside the patch. Then the patch is shifted by one lattice site and the procedure is repeated until the information of all pixels has been The grid represents the pixels of the sensor, the dots represent empty lattice sites, and the circles represent trapped atoms, where the red (black) filling depicts the estimated probability to be bright (dark). A patch is defined around three sites and the middle set of pixels is used to update the combined-state probabilities only for the atoms inside the patch. Then the patch is shifted, the left atom is excluded from the patch by marginalizing its probability, and a new site at the right is included. The shaded regions correspond to pixels that contain either no information or have already been used. b) State dependent imaging (SDI) of a one-dimensional register of neutral atoms (middle box) initialized in random states. The image is integrated along the vertical direction, and the integrated CCD counts are used to calculate the probability that a lattice site contains an atom in the bright state (P (B)) using the Bayesian update algorithm. Position detection imaging (PDI) is used before (top box) and after (bottom box) state detection to verify that the atoms remain trapped in the same lattice site.
used and the state probabilities of all atoms have been determined, see Fig. 4a . A full description of this algorithm is provided in the supplementary material. Fig. 4b shows an example of the algorithm applied to an image obtained by state detection imaging on a set of atoms where a π/2 microwave pulse has been used to create a random distribution of bright and dark atoms.
The same idea is applicable to two-dimensional optical lattices, where typically a significantly larger number of atoms is trapped [1, 2, 19, 27] . The local patch is shifted row by row over the 2D lattice until the last site has been reached (see Fig. 5c ). Unlike in the onedimensional case, some of the correlations between state estimates are lost when the patch is moved, and the fidelity slightly decreases. However, we find that this is a good compromise between fidelity and scalability of the algorithm. To benchmark the achievable fidelities, we implement a numerical simulation of atom imaging in a 2D lattice assuming only nearest-neighbor light contamination (see supplementary material). From the simulation we obtain a detection error of 1.4% using our local patch method. For comparison we also tested other methods commonly employed for atom or state detection in 2D optical lattices: The threshold method is faster than our method but has a considerably larger detection error of 8.2%. The Lucy-Richardson deconvolution method [13] requires a similar computation time as our method but has a larger error of 4.8%. Finally, state determination by fitting multiple point spread functions to the image [1] leads to a detection error of 3.3%, but it is the slowest of all methods.
In conclusion, we have shown that non-destructive high-fidelity state detection of neutral atom quantum registers is possible by combining three major improvements: heating of the atoms due to dipole force fluctuations, leading to rapid trap loss in deep optical lattices, can be reduced by choosing adequate detuning of the state detection beam, allowing us to detect enough photons for spatially resolved state detection; image analysis using Bayesian inference, which properly includes information about the spatial, statistical and noise properties of the experimental setup increases the detection fidelity beyond the fidelities of other methods commonly used on cold atom images; and an adaption of the Bayesian image analysis for multiple atoms provides scalable state detection even for large one-and two-dimensional quantum registers. This fast, non-destructive state detection scheme not only speeds up neutral atom experiments by reusing atoms, but also enables the simultaneous readout of quantum information contained in the atoms' positions, e.g. in quantum walks [15] , by following state detection imaging with position detection imaging. In addition, the presented Bayesian image analysis technique presented here is also directly applicable to trapped ion and even solid state quantum systems with imperfectly resolved optical readout.
We EMCCD cameras are frequently used for applications that require imaging at very low light levels. The spatial resolution provided by EMCCD detectors, however, comes at the price of additional noise contributions compared to Single Photon Counting Modules (SPCMs), such as statistical distribution of the photons over several pixels, clock-induced charges, probabilistic amplification of photoelectrons in the electron multiplication (EM) gain, camera readout noise, dark current, etc. [25] .
In our system, we use an EMCCD camera Andor iXon3 DU897D-CS0 to detect the photons scattered by the trapped atoms. The atoms are prepared in the two different states and the measurement -which is described in the main text-is repeated several times in order to record the detected count distributions for the two states. The resulting camera count distributions for dark and bright atoms are shaped by two main effects: The photon scattering statistics and the camera amplification and noise properties. We first describe the photon scattering process, then derive the camera response, and finally use the combined model to fit the recorded count distributions presented in Fig. 2b .
Photon scattering statistics
Photons detected from a bright atom.
In an ideal two-level system, the number of photons emitted during the illumination time is Poisson distributed. For a real atom, however, off-resonant excitations can transfer the atom to a dark state, thereby modifying the photon number distribution. This effect is described in Ref. [24] , which provides an analytic expression for the probability to detect n photons during the illumination process
where γ inc (a, x) = 1 (a−1)
x 0 y a−1 e −y dy is the lower incomplete gamma function, α B is the leakage probability per detected photon from the bright state, and n 0 is the number of photons that would be detected on average without leakage into the dark state.
Photons detected from a dark atom.
An atom in the dark state is far detuned and thus scatters only very few photons of the illumination light. However, this off-resonant scattering can transfer the atom to the bright state, where it then scatters a large number of photons. The number of detected photons for an atom initially prepared in the dark state follows the distribution [24] 
where α D represents the leakage probability from the dark state per detected photon. The mean number of detected photons for an atom in the bright state as well as the leakage probability for both states are determined in the following sections using the recorded count distributions. But to this end, it is necessary to first understand the camera response.
EMCCD camera response
The photoelectrons generated by the detected photons in the EMCCD detector are amplified by electron multiplication (EM) in the "gain register", converted into a voltage by the read-out amplifier, and digitized into "counts" by the analog-to-digital converter.
Amplification by electron multiplication and read-out noise
When n electrons of one pixel are amplified in the gain register, the probability to detect c counts is given by the Erlangen distribution [26] 
where γ is the average number of counts after amplification per electron in the pixel and Γ(n) is the Gamma function. After the multiplication process, Gaussian noise is added by the read-out amplifier,
where µ is an electronic offset added to the output signal and σ is the width of the noise distribution in units of counts. The distribution of counts c after EM amplification and readout for a single pixel containing n electrons is given by the convolution of the probabilities in Eqs. (S.3) and (S.4)
n i electrons are distributed over m pixels, the probability distribution describing the total number of counts c integrated over the m pixels after the readout is .7) i.e. the read-out noise σ is increased by √ m.
Clock induced charges
Besides photoelectrons, clock induced charges (CIC) are generated randomly by the vertical CCD shift operation. The probability p 0 to generate a CIC on a pixel is roughly constant throughout the CCD, and hence the number of CIC is Poissonian distributed. In consequence, the probability that n CIC are generated in a set of m pixels is also Poissonian distributed as
Total charges on the sensor (photons + CIC)
The total number of charges generated in the CCD is the sum of the CIC and electrons generated by photon detection. Therefore, the distribution of electrons after the readout process is described by the convolution of the probabilities in Eqs. (S.1), (S.2), and (S.8)
for S = B, D.
EMCCD count distributions for bright and dark atoms
Now, we have all the elements needed to model the count histograms for bright and dark atoms: The probability to generate N charges on the sensor is described by Eq. (S.9), and the camera response to N charges distributed over m pixels is described by Eq. (S.6). Combining these results we obtain the distributions of EMCCD counts for an atom in the state S ∈ {B, D} under illumination
P tot,S (N, m, α S , n 0 )P m (c, N, γ, σ, µ) (S.10) Fig. 2b shows the result for a fit of Eq. (S.10) to the count histograms for the bright and dark states. From the fit we find that the mean number of detected photons per bright atom is n 0 = 31.1; a probability to generate a CIC of p 0 = 0.019, which also takes into account the contribution from stray light; and a leakage rate per detected photon of α B = 0.0010 and α D = 0.0011, which lead to a total leakage rate of ∼ 3% that is in agreement with an independently measured leakage rate for the bright state of ∼ 2% [21] .
The results from the fit can now be used to calculate the count distributions of individual pixel columns from Eq. (S.10) by setting m equal to the number of pixels per column and using for n 0 the average number of photons for a column at a specific distance from the atom, as obtained from a measured point-spread function or linespread function (LSF) of the imaging system [16] . The count distributions for the pixels columns shown in Fig. 3 have been calculated in this way.
1D BAYES ALGORITHM FOR TWO ATOMS
In the main text we have used Bayesian inference to determine the state of a single atom. In general, when no prior information is available for Bayes' formula, one can assume a flat distribution for the priors and, in such a case, the Bayesian approach becomes equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method [22] . The MLE has been used, for example, to determine the state of a chain of trapped ions in Ref. [28] . In this, section we present the generalization of Bayes' method from a single atom to two atoms.
With two atoms there are four possible outcomes for the readout of the internal states: BB, BD, DB and DD, which represent all possible combinations of bright (B) and dark (D) states. Bayes' formula in Eq. (1) is directly applicable to the two atom case by using S ∈ {BB, BD, DB, DD} once all column count distributions P i (c|BB), P i (c|BD), P i (c|DB), P i (c|DD) are determined.
Calculation of the column count distributions
The number of photons detected from the two atoms k = 1, 2 in column i is n k,i = LSF(x k − x pi ), where x k and N k are the position and mean number of detected photons for atom k, x pi is the position of column i, and LSF(x) is the line spread function normalized in the selected region of interest. The mean number of detected photons is the same for all bright atoms N k = n 0 and since we detect less than 0.5 photons in average from an atom in the dark state, we assume that N k ≈ 0 for the dark atoms. The number of photons detected from the two atoms in each column is the sum of the photons coming from each atom. Therefore, the distribution of total detected photons in column i is obtained by the convolution of the corresponding distribution for each atom in Eq. (S.1). P S1,S2 (n , α S1 , α S2 n 1,i , n 2,i ) = P S1 (n, α S1 , n 1,i ) * P S2 (n, α S2 , n 2,i ) (S.11) for S 1 ,S 2 ∈ {B,D}. Finally, the four count distributions are obtained by replacing P S (n, α S , n 0 ) in Eq. (S.9) with P S1,S2 (n, α S1 , α S2 , n 1,i , n 2,i ) and using them in Eq. (S.10).
Experimental state detection of two atoms
In our experimental apparatus, we can prepare atom pairs in either the state BB or DD but we cannot address neighboring atoms individually to create the states BD and DB in a deterministic fashion. Nevertheless, we can use the fact that the "signal" from an atom in the dark state is very similar to an empty site and "simulate" the dark-state atom by an empty lattice site in the cases BD and DB. Fig. S.1 shows an example of the algorithm applied to a pair of atoms merely separated by two lattices sites, where their fluorescence images overlap significantly.
To characterize the state detection fidelity, we determine the probability P (S |S) that an atom pair prepared in a state S is detected in a state S for S,S' ∈ {BB, BD, DB, DD}. Fig. S.2 shows P (S |S) using images of atoms separated by 1, 2 and 3 lattices sites obtained in our experiment. Even though the state determination for atoms separated by only one lattice site is challenging, the detection of DD and BB states is quite accurate (fidelity > 95%), while the states BD and DB are still detected correctly with 85% probability. One observes that the state BD is detected with higher accuracy than the state DB. This arises from a small asymmetry of our LSF, which creates more light contamination to one side. For separations of two and three lattice sites the fidelity is high (> 95%) for all states, which is quite good taking into account that at these separations the atoms are still not optically resolved. We define the detection error for the state S as Err(S) = 1 − P (S|S) and the mean detection error as the average value of Err(S) for the four states S. The detection errors are plotted in Fig. S.2 for atoms separated by one to six lattice sites. As expected, the detection error decreases as the distance between the atoms increases and asymptotically approaches the value for the single atom case.
1D BAYES UPDATE ALGORITHM WITH SLIDING PATCH
For the scalable Bayesian algorithm for long 1D chains of atoms, we assume that a dark atom is indistinguishable from an empty lattice site. This avoids complications when including empty lattice sites (where no atom was loaded) into the analysis simply by setting P pri B (s i ) = 0 as prior, while treating all lattice sites equally otherwise.
The algorithm is introduced using the example depicted in Fig. 4a . We consider a region of interest (ROI) containing 10 lattice sites with 6 atoms at the center. It is assumed that the fluorescence of each atom contaminates only directly neighboring sites. The routine is then implemented as follows:
1. The ROI is divided in 10 sets of pixel columns Π i for i = 1, ..., 10 (to which we will refer to just as sets for this description). Each set is centered on one lattice site s i . Although the first and last set (Π 1 and Π 10 ) do not contain any information (photon counts) because their central and their neighboring lattice sites are all empty, these sets are included in order to treat all sites in the same manner. Otherwise, the starting and finishing points would need to be processed in a different way.
2. We define a patch that surrounds the lattice sites s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 and fully contains the respective sets Π 1 , Π 2 , and Π 3 . Then, Bayes' formula in Eq. (1) is applied only on the middle set (Π 2 ) to obtain the probability for the 2 3 possible combinations S = S 1 S 2 S 3 of bright and dark states of the three sites within the patch. and including s 4 . To remove the site s 1 we calculate its bright state probability by marginalization:
4. To apply Bayes' update in the new patch, we need to first calculate the new prior probabilities. To this end, we use the result of the calculated posterior probabilities P post (S) together with the prior for the site that was added P pri B (s 4 ). The new set of priors are then given by
if P B (s 1 ) < 0.5 (S.13) for S 2,3 ∈ {B,D}. The new priors P pri (S) are also renormalized. In this way, all the correlations between the state of the atoms that remain inside the patch are maintained.
5. Bayes' formula is applied once more using only the middle set of pixels (Π 4 ). By doing this, we obtain the posterior probabilities P post (S) for S = S 2 S 3 S 4 .
6. The whole procedure is repeated from point 3 until the last set of pixels that contains information is reached. In this example, the last filled lattice site is s 8 , therefore we continue until we have used set Π 9 .
The extension of the algorithm for light contamination larger than one lattice site is straight forward. If the light contaminates n c lattice sites, it is necessary to include 2n c + 1 sites in the patch. The application of this algorithm to experimental data is presented in Fig. 4b . We have considered light contamination of n c = 3 lattice sites.
2D BAYES UPDATE ALGORITHM WITH SHIFTING PATCH
The extension of the Bayesian shifting patch algorithm for state detection in a two-dimensional system is closely related to the one-dimensional case. Therefore we describe here the example of Fig. 5 with 3 × 3 occupied lattice sites, omitting the somewhat unwieldy equations. Generalization to larger atom arrays is straightforward. In the same way as before, we assume that only nearest neighbor light contamination is present in the image.
1. A region of interest of 7 × 7 lattice sites containing 9 atoms in the central 3 × 3 sites is considered (see Fig. 5 ). Note that the pixels corresponding to outermost sites contain no information but are included for consistency of the description.
2. Bayes formula is applied to the first square patch containing 3 × 3 lattice sites (of which 8 are empty), and only the pixels corresponding to the central lattice site are used to calculate the probability for the 2 9 combination of states (where P pri B (s i ) = 0 has been set for empty sites). This guarantees that pixels containing information on atoms outside the patch are not used during the update algorithm.
3. The patch is shifted by one lattice site in the horizontal direction. The probability to contain a bright atom for the sites removed from the patch is estimated by marginalization, and the probability values are kept in memory since they will be used at later steps. The correlations between the six atoms remaining inside the patch are maintained and are used as priors together with priors of the new included sites.
4. The patch is shifted to the right until the final lattice site of the row is reached.
5. The patch is shifted one lattice site down and the whole procedure is repeated starting from the beginning of the row.
6. The algorithm is repeated until the last lattice site is reached.
This algorithm ensures that the information contained in a given pixel is used only once and that the estimated state of all lattice sites that contribute to the signal of a given pixel are updated during its evaluation. However, in contrast to the 1D case, the 2D case requires that lattice sites, the state of which already evaluated by marginalization, are again added to the shifting pattern at a later stage of the shifting process, i.e. not all correlations between sites connected by light contamination can be maintained during the shifting process. The presented shift path is of course not unique and different shifting patterns are conceivable.
SIMULATION OF STATE DETECTION AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
In this section, we present details on the numerical simulation used to characterize the fidelity of the Bayesian algorithm methods for state-dependent images of atoms trapped in a 2D lattice. Here the bright atoms are simulated with an average number of 31 photons. The PSF is an ideal Airy function with a Full-Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of three pixels and the lattice spacing is assumed to be one FWHM. The effects of uniform stray light contamination and clock induced charges are included by assuming that each pixel has a probability of 1.9% to contain a contaminating photo-electron. The numerical values for the detected photon number and the light contamination are the measured quantities for our system.
The state detection fidelity is quantified by simulating an atom (either dark or bright) surrounded by 8 atoms in different states. The number of bright neighbors is varied from 1 to 8 at random positions. We define the mean error as the ratio of correctly detected to simulated atoms for all cases.
Bayes' rule is used in two different ways:
• Bayesian Method with Global Evaluation (BMGE). Here, Bayes' method is applied by updating the state of all lattice sites of an array for the evaluation of every pixels. In the example of Fig. 5 the total number of lattices sites of the array is also only N = 3 × 3 sites and hence 2 9 combination of states. This method is the most accurate, but the computational effort scales exponentially with the number of lattice sites in the array.
• Bayesian Method with Shifting Patch (BMSP):
This is the method that has been presented in the previous section. Here a patch is defined around nine lattice sites (see Fig. 5 ). In each shifting step Bayes' formula is applied only using the central set of pixels to update the relevant 2 9 states until the last site is reached.
To put the detection fidelity of Bayes' method into context, we compare it to the performance of other known techniques: Threshold method (TM). The image is divided in multiple ROI, each one containing a lattice site; depending on the total counts we determine the state of the atom with the threshold that gives the smallest mean error. Lucie-Richardson deconvolution(LR). The image is deconvolved using the Lucie-Richardson method, and then the TM is applied to the deconvolved image. Multiple PSF fit (MPSF). The image is fitted by the sum of multiple PSFs centered at the lattice sites, and the state of the atom is inferred depending on the fit result of the PSF amplitudes by setting an optimal threshold. We obtain the following mean error for the different methods: TM: 8.2%, LR: 4.8%, MPSF: 3.3%, BMGE: 1.18% and BMSP: 1.4%. The difference on the mean error between the BMGE and BMSP comes from the shifting procedure: When the patch is shifted the state probabilities of the atoms temporarily leaving the pattern have to be obtained by marginalization, and in this process some correlations between the state combination probabilities are lost, leading to a lower fidelity. However, in contrast to BMGE, the BMSP method features a linear dependence of the computational effort/time on the number of atoms and hence is applicable to large arrays.
